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Gimme Pizza Lyrics
English

Gimme pizza pizza
Gimme pizza pizza

Now we’re feeling
kinda hungry
We got the mega munchies
Got to make our pizza as
Big as some countries
How much pizza do
you think we can chow
More than our parents
would ever allow
We’re gonna make a
masterpiece a pizza
A work of art like
the mona lisa
It’s gonna be high
like the tower of pisa
But to get there you
don’t need a visa

Pizza pizza
Gimme pizza
Uh did i happen to say
I want pizza
Pizza I want pizza
Hey are you ready to play

Now set down the pizza and
Bring me some chicken
Throw it on top and
make it finger lickin’
Guacomole Meatballs
Whip cream pouring
like waterfalls
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Here’s a little salsa
to make it hot
Here’s a lot of ice
cream to hit the spot
Toss the fish let it
fly fly fly pizza pie

Pizza pizza Gimme pizza
Watch it rise like a soufflé
Gimme pizza Pizza
I want pizza You think
we should stop
No way

Get your motors ready
cause here we go
Chocolate sauce
spreading it slow
Oreos marshmallows
caramel Coconut cream
egg foo young
Chicken tongue
Hold the eyeballs
I’m gonna scream
Now don’t forget the rice or
The mashed potatoes
And what about these
fried green tomatoes
Batter’s up catcher’s ready
12345 spaghetti

Pasta put it in the pizza
Fist sticks put it in the pizza
Ketchup put it in the pizza
Meatloaf awww
put it in the pizza

Pizza pizza Gimme pizza
Add some tacos ole
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I want pizza Pizza
I want pizza Call us
the queens of gourmet

I want pizza Pizza
Gimme pizza
How much does
it weigh I want pizza
Pizza I want pizza
Is it finally done
Hooray
Here it is ready to serve
This pizza is made yeah.
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